The fall final will include questions pulled from the following:

**NRI:**
MLA Citations  
Subject-Verb Agreement 1-2  
Parallel Structure  
Embedding Quotations  
Topic Sentences, Thesis Statements, Body Paragraphs: Claims, Evidence, and Reasoning  
Pronouns

**ASU Packet:**
Simple Sentence  
Simple Sentence with Introductory Phrase  
Compound Sentence  
Complex Sentence: with adverb clause first, with adverb clause second  
Compound-Complex Sentence  
Effective Intentional Fragment  
Noun Clause  
Adjective Clause  
Restrictive v. Non-restrictive clauses  
Appositive Phrase  
Participial Phrase  
Absolute Phrase  
Adjectives Out-of-order Phrase  
Restrictive v. Non-restrictive

**BBR:**
Info and quizzes from Chapters 1, 2, 5, and 7

**CCQC notes**
Claim, Context, Quotation, Commentary